
General Conditions Mattara 2022
      For the Mattara Bowls Carnival    A. Open Singles
1.      Trophy values will be those as provided by the Mattara    B. Restricted Singles
          Committee of the N.D.B.A.    C. Classic K.O. Club Nominated Men’s Triples
2.      All matches will be governed by the Laws of the Sport of    D. Men’s Open Fours
          Bowls (including Domestic Regulations for Australia) and    E. Men’s Open Pairs
          the State Conditions of Play.    F. Men’s Restricted Pairs
3.      The N.D.B.A. Match Committee shall have entire control of    G. Mixed Open Pairs
          all competitions and in the case of disputes its decision will (b)  If a male bowler qualifies for the semi-finals in the Mixed

          be final.         Pairs and another Mattara event, he may apply to the

4.      If a singles player, both members of a pair or a complete           Mattara Committee to receive dispensation from this

         four fail to appear within 30 minutes after the time fixed         order of precedence.

         for commencement of play the match shall be forfeited to 14.        The winner of each section will be decided as follows:

         the opponents, except that, if available, a substitute or (a)  The team with the greatest number of match points (3

         replacement is permitted. Should both teams be at fault         points for a win, 1 for a tie).

         then both will forfeit. A player or team receiving a forfeit (b)  If a singles player or two or more teams have an equal

         will receive the maximum points and the average number         number of match wins, the winner shall be the player or

         of “shots up” and/or ends won for games played by it in         team with the greatest margin of “shots up”. (Refer Rule 4

         that section. (“Shots up” means the difference between         General Conditions).

         shots scored for and shots scored against). Forfeits should (c)   Should equality still exist the player or team with the least

         be notified to Association Headquarters, your opponent         number of “shots against” shall be declared the winner.

         and the Venue Club at least 24 hours prior to the event.         (Refer Rule 4 General Conditions).

         Failure to fulfil this requirement, without justifiable cause (d)  If still equal the winner of the match between the two

         acceptable to the Mattara Committee, will result in a fine         opponents shall be declared the winner

          of no less than $55 per player. Losers in Post Sectional (e)  Should equality still exist the player or team having the 

          Matches in the Les Parrott Memorial Open Singles &         greatest number of winning ends shall be declared the 

          Restricted Singles are required to mark.  Failure to do so         winner (half point each tied end). (Singles = least number ends lost)

          will result in a $55 fine. (f)   If still equal the winner will be determined on -

5.      Irrespective of weather conditions, players must report at          (i)  Highest percentage, e.g. 100 x Total shots for

          the appointed time at the greens where they are drawn to                          Total shots for and against

          play,and if play is prevented they shall remain until         (ii) The toss of a coin.

          instructions are received from Headquarters with regard         In the event of a tie in any Post Sectional matches an extra

          to future play.         end, or ends, will be played to determine the winner.

6.      In all matches in sectional play, in the event of a tie, an          Dead ends will not count at any time.

          extra end or ends will NOT BE PLAYED but each team will         A team receiving a forfeit will receive the

          receive one point.         maximum points and the average number of shots up

7.      One trial end is permitted before the commencement of         and/or ends won for the games played by the player/it in

          each game each day and must be completed before the          that section. (“Shots up” – refer to Rule 4 General

          appointed starting time.         Conditions).

8.      Substitutes and replacement players are permitted in          All players must be ready to commence play at the

          accordance with Domestic Regulations and Laws of the         stipulated time. After the initial round each day

          Sport. A substitute may play in any position except that of         subsequent rounds can be played as soon as both teams

          skip         are ready without having to wait for a particular time.

9.      All Mattara events are considered to be one competition 15.         In the event of wet weather the following shall apply to 

          and substitutes are allowed as per the order of         determine the winner:-

          precedence (refer Rules 12 & 13).            Sectional Play
10.    The Mattara Restricted Singles is open to all Male bowlers                 (a)  If one or more Rounds have been completed before play is    

          who were graded or would have been graded to play in         abandoned. Then the Section winner is determined as per

          No.4 Pennants or below in the 2021 Pennant season and         Rule 14, with the proviso that each player must have

          to all female bowlers who were graded or would have         completed an equal number of matches, with the

          been graded to play in No. 3 Pennants or below in 2021         following to constitute a  match – Singles (14 up), Pairs (8

          Women’s Pennant season.         ends) & Fours (9 ends).

11.     In Sectional Play if a player or team with 2 losses is drawn             (b)  If play is abandoned without a Round being completed, 

          against another player or team with 2 losses, then the 3rd         then the Controlling Body shall conduct a draw from the 

          Round Game may not be played if agreed to by both         hat to determine the Section winner.

          players or teams. Post Sectional Play

12.    The Mattara Carnival is an official N.D.B.A. fixture. Should                (a)  Prior to Finals Day - as determined by the NDBA Match

          a player be engaged in both a Mattara fixture and a Club              (b)  Finals Day

          Competition at the same time, the Association fixture shall         Open & Restricted Singles 21 up

          take precedence and the player concerned shall not, in any         Men’s Triples minimum 18 ends

          way, be penalised by his club.         Men’s Open Fours minimum 15 ends

13.    Order Of Precedence:         Men’s Open Pairs ends & Restricted Pairs & Mixed Open

          (a) This order of precedence will cover all events conducted at         Pairs minimum 15 ends.

          the Carnival and is set out to ensure that players will

          maintain the maximum benefit from their entries.



Instructions
For Personnel Managing Games

1. Badges are for players and markers participating in carnival.

2. The start time on all sectional matches is 9.00am (Trial ends 8.40am). All trial ends must be completed before this time so that 

matches can commence at 9.00am promptly. Ensure that all matches start on time. Cards are to be called 8:30am prior to the

start of play.

3. Check players in on arrival. If they do not report you may not know they are present. Being on the premises does not mean  

that they have checked in or that they are ready to commence play. Avoid forfeits if at all possible. Fill in with club members 

who will then become a constituted team of the carnival without charge of entrance fee.

4. The draw for rinks can be made beforehand in order to avoid delay. There is no need for the players to arrive before making  

the draw. Make sure the rinks you allocated are in fact available. Check with the greenkeeper or Liaison Officer. Always use the

best green. A sample rink draw is shown in the booklet.

5. Display the draw in a prominent position and make sure it is adhered to. Mistakes can, and have occurred, in this way. Score 

cards for each section and for each game should be kept separate by rubber bands. All cards should show the number of ends to 

be played for both sectional and post sectional rounds. They should be prepared well beforehand showing all detail. Complete

all cards with the names of all players. 

6. Cards are to be returned to the games controller immediately after each match is completed and results recorded on the 

result sheet without delay. When all cards have been received and results should be entered into the website link for Mattara 

results and also displayed at the club for players to view. If unable to access website results they should be phoned in to 

Association or member of the match committee. 

7. Appoint a National Umpire, Clubs should appoint two (2) National Umpires when two (2) greens are being used.

8. A team receiving a forfeit receives the maximum points and the average number of “shots up” and/or ends won for games 

played by it in that section. (“Shots up” means the difference between shots scored for and shots scored against).

9. Section winners are those with the highest number of points. If two or more teams have an equal number of match points the 

winner is determined as detailed in General Conditions Rule 14.

10. Pens are to be presented by a club official to section winners. Do not declare the winner unless it is quite obvious that there 

can be no mistake. If in doubt contact association.

11. Make sure that section winners know what venue they are to play the next day.

12. Lunch is to be served at a time that is suitable to the club, either after game 1 or after game 2 in sectional play. Ensure there 

is a minimum of time lost between games. 40 minutes should be the very maximum time allowed for lunch

13. The compulsery charge for lunch has been DELETED players to make their own lunch arrangements.

14. Ensure that mats, jacks and score boards are in position and that a supply of chalk is available.

15. In case of rain notify Association Headquarters without delay. If play is in progress when the rain starts, players are to 

remain at the club until a decision has been made.

16. All Mattara prize winners apart from Singles will receive their trophies at the conclusion of the semi-finals and finals on 

Finals Day. Mattara Open & Restricted Singles will receive their trophies at the conclusion of the Singles events


